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Date of Meeting:  27/04/2017

Application Reference: 00095/17

Type of Application: Full Planning Application
Registration Date: 18/01/2017
Decision Due By: 14/03/2017
Responsible
Officer:

Helen Williams 

Location: HILLCROFT, DARK LANE, BLACKROD, BOLTON, BL6 5JL

Proposal: CHANGE OF USE AND CONVERSION OF STABLE TO DWELLING
TO INCLUDE CHANGE OF USE GRAZING LAND TO DOMESTIC
CURTILAGE. 

Ward: Horwich and Blackrod

Applicant: Mr P Byron
Agent :

Officers Report

Recommendation: Refuse

Proposal
Permission is sought for the change of use and conversion of the stable building to a dwelling and
part of the surrounding open land to a domestic curtilage (garden areas). The stable building was
erected circa 2009/10.

The detached stable building is of a blockwork construction with Marley Modern roof tiles. The
proposed external finish is of random stone cladding. The building has several modest windows and
functional door openings, with roof lights in both roof planes (which would all continue be utilised in
the proposal). A limited number of new window openings would be formed.      

The applicant has submitted that the adjacent sand paddock would remain in situ (not be included
within the proposal). A hard surfaced parking area and domestic bin store area would separate the
sand paddock from the proposed dwelling.  

The proposal also includes works to increase structural load where required, works to widen the
foundations and weather proofing and insulation works.  

Since the initial submission the applicant has amended the proposed domestic curtilage plan to show
the proposed curtilage "red edged" and the wider site ownership "blue edged". Neighbours have
been reconsulted on the amended plan.   

Site Characteristics
The 0.7 hectare application site is located off Dark Lane within the Green Belt. Stables at 'Hillcroft' lie
approximately 95 metres to the east. Open agricultural land lies to the north and west. The nearest
residential property (18 Dark Lane) is approximately 190 metres in distance to the south east of the
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application site. Crowshaw Farm lies approximately 200 metres to the south, Longworths Tenement
Farm lies approximately 250 metres to the east and Little Scotland and the built up area of Blackrod
starts 300 metres beyond to the east.   

The application site comprises stables and surrounding open land. The stable building and adjacent
sand paddock lie approximately 1.3 metres lower than, and to the west of, the main field. An existing
embankment forms the proposed curtilage boundary. The stable building is barely visible from Dark
Lane.     

The original and existing vehicular access is to the north of the site, off Dark Lane.  A new vehicular
access into the site off Dark Lane has planning consent (to the north of the layby), the new access
crosses the field to the south of the stable development (93652/15).

Policy
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)

Core Strategy Policies: P5 Transport and Accessibility; S1.2 Road Safety; CG3 The Built Environment;
CG4 Compatible Uses; OA1 Blackrod and Horwich.

Allocations Plan Policies: CG7AP Green Belt.

SPD Accessibility, Transport and Safety.

Analysis
Section 38 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires applications to be
determined in accordance with policies in the Development Plan unless material considerations
indicate otherwise.

Applications which are not in accordance with Development Plan policies should be refused unless
material considerations justify granting permission.

Similarly, proposals which accord with Development Plan policies should be approved unless there
are material considerations which would justify a refusal of permission.

It is therefore necessary to decide whether this proposal is in accordance with the Development
Plan and then take account of other material considerations.

The main impacts of the proposal are:-

impact on the purposes and openness of the Green Belt
impact on the character and appearance of the area
impact on highway safety
impact on ground stability

Impact on the Purposes and Openness of the Green Belt
Section 9 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) concerns protecting Green Belt land. The
Government attaches great importance to Green Belt. The fundamental aim of Green Belt policy is to
prevent urban sprawl by keeping land permanently open; the essential characteristics of Green Belts
are their openness and their permanence.

Paragraph 87 of the NPPF states that inappropriate development is, by definition, harmful to the
Green Belt and should not be approved except in very special circumstances. Paragraph 88 continues
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that when considering any planning application, local planning authorities should ensure that
substantial weight is given to any harm to the Green Belt. Very special circumstances will not exist
unless the potential harm to the Green Belt by reason of inappropriateness, and any other harm, is
clearly outweighed by other considerations.

Paragraph 90 of the NPPF states that certain forms of development are not inappropriate
development in Green Belt, provided they preserve the openness of the Green Belt and do not
conflict with the purposes of including land in Green Belt. These include [amongst other things] the
re-use of buildings provided that the buildings are of permanent and substantial construction.

Policy CG7AP of the Council's Allocations Plan reflects the national Green Belt policy contained within
section 9 of the NPPF.

The proposed conversion of the stable building would constitute the re-use of a building that is of
permanent and substantial construction. The applicant has submitted details of the work required to
enable the residential conversion and the Council's Building Control Officers have advised that the
applicant's structural report confirms that the building would be suitable for the proposed change of
use. The proposals do not comprise any extension to the existing footprint, scale or height of the
existing building.

For the proposed development to be considered “not inappropriate development in Green Belt” the
proposal must preserve the openness of the Green Belt and not conflict with the purposes of
including land in Green Belt (paragraph 90 of the NPPF).

The proposed use of the building, as residential, is an inappropriate use within the Green Belt,
however “barn conversions” within the Green Belt are often accepted given that these buildings are
already there and that there is no further harm to the openness of the Green Belt from the re-use of
these buildings. Unlike a traditional barn conversion, this proposal would convert a newly (circa
2009/10) built stable building which, unlike traditional farm buildings, does not have the same
heritage or aesthetic value. It is however accepted that the residential re-use of the building (in
itself) would not have a greater harm on the openness of the Green Belt than its current stable use
as no extensions are proposed.

Officers however consider that the determining issue in this case is the proposed change of use of
land around the building to residential/domestic curtilage. The size of the proposed curtilage (at
approximately 1,800 sq metres including the building footprint) is not considered to be limited in
scale.

It is noted that the applicant proposes this area as curtilage to the dwelling as it follows the existing
topography of the site (it is at a naturally lower ground level than the surrounding land) and that the
site is not particularly visible from public areas, however the proposed domestic use of this land has
the potential to change the character and appearance of the site (from rural to domestic) and the
openness of the Green Belt in this location. Whilst the local planning authority could remove
permitted development rights from the proposed residential curtilage (which would restrict such
developments as extensions, outbuildings and fencing) it could not restrict the erection of domestic
paraphernalia on the land (such as garden furniture, washing lines, swings, wendy houses, etc.)
which do not require the benefit of planning permission and by their very nature would alter the
character and openness of the area.

Trees and shrubs could be planted around the boundaries of the proposed curtilage to the dwelling,
which would help screen the development from wider views, however if would be very difficult for
the local planning authority to condition the retention of this landscaping and the proposal should not
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have to rely on substantial screening to make it acceptable.

Whilst the proposed development would be distant from the nearest neighbouring dwellings in the
area (and therefore would not lead to the unrestricted sprawl of the built up area of Blackrod) it
would however represent encroachment into the countryside and would not assist in urban
regeneration (paragraph 80 of the NPPF).

For the reasons discussed above, it is considered that the proposed development (by virtue of the
proposed residential use and extent of the proposed residential curtilage) would represent
inappropriate development in the Green Belt as it would not preserve the openness of the Green Belt
and would conflict with the purposes of including land in the Green Belt. It is therefore considered
that the proposed development would be contrary to section 9 of the NPPF and Bolton's Allocations
Plan Policy CG7AP.

Impact on the Character and Appearance of the Area
Policy CG3 of the Core Strategy states that the Council will expect development proposals to
contribute to good urban design, conserve and enhance local distinctiveness (ensuring development
has regard to the overall built character and landscape quality of the area) and require development
to be compatible with the surrounding area in terms of scale, massing, grain, form, architecture,
street enclose, local materials and landscape treatment. Policy OA1 states that the Council will ensure
that development in Horwich and Blackrod respects street patterns, the grain and the form of
predominant architectural styles and where possible makes sympathetic use of locally distinctive
materials such as stone.

The site is located off the western side of Dark Lane within a Green Belt location. The nearest
residential property (no. 18 Dark Lane) is approximately 190 metres in distance to the south east of
the application site.

The proposals do not comprise any extension to the existing footprint or height of the stable. The
stable building and sand paddock lie approximately 1.3 metres lower than, and to the west, of the
main field, the stable building is approximately 110 metres from Dark Lane.

The proposal involves the residential conversion of the stable building to provide a four bedroom,
single storey dwelling. The stable building is of a blockwork construction with Marley Modern roof
tiles. The proposed external finish is random stone cladding. The building has several window and
door openings and roof lights in both roof planes, which would all be utilised in the proposal. A
limited number of new window openings would be formed, being two small openings in the currently
blank rear/west elevation and two additional glazed doors in the side/south elevation. The existing
roller shutter entrance (east elevation) would be glazed and minor alterations would be made to the
existing pedestrian access door. The windows have stone cills and are recessed and window frames
would be dark grey UPVC.  

The proposed vehicle access and hardstanding would be crushed stone planings.

The proposal also involves the change of use of the immediate surrounding open land to domestic
garden, which has been discussed above.

It is not considered that the proposed alterations to the building (to accommodate the proposed
dwelling) would significantly harm the character and appearance of the area given the limited
proposed changes.

Impact on Highway Safety
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Policy P5 of the Core Strategy states that the Council will ensure that developments take into account
[amongst other things] servicing arrangements. Policy S1.2 states that the Council will promote road
safety in the design of new development.

A new vehicular access into the site off Dark Lane has planning consent (to the north of the layby),
which would cross the field to the south of the stable development (93652/15). The access would be
constructed of stone and is to be 4.5 metres wide, with a steel field access gate being set back 6
metres from the new junction with Dark Lane. A post and rail fence would be erected on either side
of the entrance to the access.

The Council's Highway Engineers have raised no objection to the proposal, providing that the same
conditions are applied as with planning consent 93652/15, which stipulate that the entrance to the
access has 6 metres radii and visibility splays of 2.4 metres by 45 metres. The proposed field gate
will be set back 6 metres from Dark Lane, to allow for vehicles to pull in off Dark Lane before
opening the gate.

It is considered, subject to conditions, that the proposal would not jeopardise highway safety,
compliant with Core Strategy Policies P5 and S1.2.

Impact on Ground Stability
Policy CG4.3 of the Core Strategy states that development proposals on land that is (or is suspected
to be) affected by ground instability must include an assessment of the extent of the issues and any
possible risks. Development will only be permitted where the land is, or is made, suitable for the
proposed use.

The Coal Authority has raised no objection to the proposal and therefore it is considered that the
proposal would comply with Policy CG4.3 of the Core Strategy.

Other Matters
Greater Manchester Ecology Unit (GMEU) have reviewed the submitted bat report and as the
proposal is conversion and not demolition, recommend that a pre-cautionary emergence bat survey
be undertaken during the period May to August prior to commencement of development. GMEU
recommend that this be conditioned.  

The Council's Greenspace Management Team have raised no objection to the proposal and
recommend that a bat survey is conditioned to be undertaken prior to commencement of
development, should the application be approved.  

The Council's Drainage and Technical Support Team have raised no objection to the proposal.

The Council's Landscape Design Team have commented that details of boundary treatments and
hard and soft (trees and shrubs) landscape proposals are required before determination since this is
a very sensitive site. Boundaries and gates should be in keeping with the rural nature of the site and
there should be mixed native species hedges wherever possible. The hardstanding around the
building should be kept to a minimum to reduce visual impact on the countryside. The gateway off
Dark Lane should be treated in as low key way as possible, to look like a farm access, and to avoid
suburbanising the appearance of this section of Green Belt land.

Local finance considerations
Section 70(2) of the Town and County Planning Act 1990 (as amended) provides that a local
planning authority must have regard to a local finance consideration as far as it is material. The
following is considered to be a local financial consideration in this case:
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New Homes Bonus for the one proposed dwelling – this is not a material planning consideration.

Conclusion
For the reasons discussed above, it is considered that the proposed development by virtue of its
residential use and the scale of the proposed residential/domestic curtilage would harm the purposes
and openness of the Green Belt, contrary to section 9 of the NPPF and Bolton's Allocations Plan
Policy CG7AP.

Members are therefore recommended to refuse the application for this reason.
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Representation and Consultation Annex

Representations
Letters:- One letter has been received from a resident of Dark Lane objecting to the proposal on the
grounds of:

Impact on the Green Belt            

Reconsultation - No further comments received.

Town Council:- Blackrod Town Council proposed no comment to this application at their meeting of
6th February 2017 and requested that health and safety aspects are sought as this is a development
within the identified Hazard Zone that surrounds the pumping station. 

Consultations
Advice was sought from the following consultees: The Council's Highways Engineers, Drainage and
Bridge Maintenance, Greenspace Management, Landscape Development and Design, Building
Control, The Coal Authority and Greater Manchester Ecology Unit. 

Planning History
Prior Approval was refused for the proposed change of use of agricultural building to dwelling house
(Use Class C3) in June 2016 (96496/16).

Permission was granted in July 2015 for the formation of vehicular access to the stable block
(93652/15). 

Permission was granted in March 2009 for the erection of one stable block (81541/09).

An application for the erection of one stable block was refused in September 2008 (80599/08).

A sand paddock, rail fencing, hardstanding and floodlighting were approved in July 2006 (74428/06).

Recommendation: Refuse

Recommended Conditions and/or Reasons

1. The proposed development by virtue of its proposed residential use and scale of domestic curtilage
represents inappropriate development within the Green Belt and the Applicant has provided no very
special circumstances to outweigh the harm caused to the purposes and openness of the Green Belt,
and the proposal is contrary to national guidance contained within section 9 of the National Planning
Policy Framework and Policy CG7AP of Bolton's Allocations Plan.
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Hillcroft, Dark Lane, Blackrod, Bolton, BL6 5JL

Site Plan shows area bounded by: 360599.41, 411233.14 360740.83, 411374.56 (at a scale of 1:1250), OSGridRef: SD60671130.  The representation of a road, track or path is no evidence of a right of
way. The representation of features as lines is no evidence of a property boundary.

Produced on 4th Apr 2017 from the Ordnance Survey National Geographic Database and incorporating surveyed revision available at this date. Reproduction in whole or part is prohibited without the
prior permission of Ordnance Survey. © Crown copyright 2017.  Supplied by www.buyaplan.co.uk a licensed Ordnance Survey partner (100053143).  Unique plan reference: #00210389-388CF7

Ordnance Survey and the OS Symbol are registered trademarks of Ordnance Survey, the national mapping agency of Great Britain.  Buy A Plan logo, pdf design and the www.buyaplan.co.uk website
are Copyright © Pass Inc Ltd 2017
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Application number
00072/17

Development & Regeneration Dept
Development Management Section

Town Hall, Bolton, Lancashire, BL1 1RU
Telephone (01204) 333 333

Reproduction from the Ordnance Survey Map with the
permission of the Controller of H.M. Stationery Office. Crown
Copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings.

Crown Copyright and database rights 2016. 0100019389
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Date of Meeting:  27/04/2017

Application Reference: 00072/17

Type of Application: Full Planning Application
Registration Date: 16/01/2017
Decision Due By: 12/03/2017
Responsible
Officer:

Melissa Pagan

Location: 17 EDGMONT AVENUE, BOLTON, BL3 6TY

Proposal: ERECTION OF FIRST FLOOR EXTENSION AT REAR

Ward: Rumworth

Applicant: Mrs ROKAD
Agent : Y A ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES

Officers Report

Recommendation: Refuse

Proposal
Planning permission is sought for the erection of a first floor extension to the rear of the dwelling.
The proposed first floor rear extension would project 4.87m from the rear elevation of the original
dwelling and would measure 2.9m in width. A window would be included on the rear elevation that
would serve a bedroom and a window would be included in the inward facing side elevation that
would serve a bathroom. The proposed extension would host a hipped roof structure that would sit
below the existing ridge and would have an eaves height of 6.2m.

This application is a resubmission of application 97530/16 which was refused on the grounds that the
proposed development would have a detrimental impact on the outlook and living conditions of
neighbouring residents at No.19 Edgemont Avenue and 521 and 514 Bridgeman Street, by way of
the first floor element projecting beyond the 4 metres permitted by the Council's policy. No
amendments have been made to the original proposal and no extenuating special circumstances or
special considerations have been highlighted.

Site Characteristics
The property is a mid-terrace property on a row of 17 dwellings. The application dwelling benefits
from an existing single storey rear extension that projects 4.87m from the rear elevation of the
original dwelling and abuts the rear site boundary. The adjoining neighbour No.15 Edgmont Avenue
has a two storey rear extension, the ground floor element is built up to the rear site boundary and
the first floor element projects 4m from the rear elevation of the original dwelling. The other
adjoining neighbour No.19 Edgmont Avenue had been granted planning permission for a two storey
rear extension in 2013, but it has not been implemented. The immediate surrounding area is
predominantly residential in nature with industrial units also located to the south-west of the site.    

Policy
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National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
Core Strategies Policies: CG3 The Built Environment; CG4 Compatible Uses; RA1 Inner Bolton
SPD House Extensions
SPD General Design Principles

Analysis
Section 38 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires applications to be
determined in accordance with policies in the Development Plan unless material considerations
indicate otherwise.

Applications which are not in accordance with Development Plan policies should be refused unless
material considerations justify granting permission.

Similarly, proposals which accord with Development Plan policies should be approved unless there
are material considerations which would justify a refusal of permission.

It is therefore necessary to decide whether this proposal is in accordance with the Development
Plan and then take account of other material considerations.

The main impacts of the proposal are:-

* impact on the character and appearance of the dwelling and the surrounding area
* impact on the amenity of neighbouring residents

Impact on the Character and Appearance of the Dwelling and the Surrounding Area
Policy CG3 of the Core Strategy states that the Council will conserve and enhance local
distinctiveness, ensuring development has regard to the overall built character and landscape quality
of the area, and will require development to be compatible with the surrounding area, in terms of
scale, massing, grain, form, architecture, street enclosure, local materials and landscape treatment.
Policy RA1 of the Core Strategy relates specifically to developments in Inner Bolton and states that
the Council will conserve and enhance the character of the existing physical and natural environment,
and will require special attention to be given to the massing and materials used due to the
predominance of red-brick, slate-roofed, two-storied terraced housing. The Council will also
strengthen the traditional grid-iron pattern and street-scaping of existing housing and mills and will
make efficient use of land in inner Bolton due to existing higher levels of development density,
requiring development to conform to the overall spatial approach. 

SPD House Extensions provides general advice on house extensions and offers guidance relating to
the effect of extensions on the appearance of the dwelling itself and the effect of extensions on the
street scene and the character and appearance of the area.

The Council's policy on extensions set out in the House Extensions SPD (2012) specifically relating
to terrace houses, allows for extensions up to 4m to the rear from the original rear elevation of the
dwelling. Unlike the single storey rear extension policy for terrace dwellings, there are no
exceptions to the policy for first floor rear extensions. The proposed first floor rear extension would
project 4.87m from the rear elevation of the original dwelling, and would therefore not be in
accordance with the council's House Extensions SPD or Policy RA1 of the Core Strategy which
states that special attention should be given to the massing of the development.

As the proposed extension is sited to the rear of the dwelling, it would not be visible from the
street scene, however as the projection of the proposed first floor rear extension is not in
accordance with the policies set out in the House Extensions SPD, it is considered that the
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proposed extension is unacceptable.     

Impact on the Amenity of Neighbouring Residents
Policy CG4 of the Core Strategy states that the Council will ensure that new development is
compatible with surrounding land uses and occupiers, protecting amenity, privacy, safety and
security. SPD House Extensions provides general advice on house extensions and offers guidance
relating to the impact of extensions on neighbouring properties, particularly in relation to natural
light, privacy and overlooking.

The Council's House Extensions SPD was adopted in 2012 and states that rear single or two storey
extension on terraced properties of up to 4 metres in length (taken from the original rear elevation
of the property) will normally be considered acceptable. The purpose of the above is to ensure that
neighbouring properties are not unduly affected in terms of their living conditions by reason of
being overshadowed by any development to a degree where reasonable outlook would be lost.

Adjoining neighbour No. 15 Edgemont Avenue was granted planning permission for a two storey
rear extension that would project 4.8m at both ground and first floor. This permission was
approved in 2006, prior to the adoption of the current SPD for House Extensions. Although
permission was granted for a projection of 4.8m at first floor level, the occupant has built the first
floor element to a 4m projection. Adjoining neighbour No.19 Edgemont was also granted planning
permission for a two storey rear extension. Originally a projection of 4.7m was proposed, however
as the application was validated in 2013, when the 2012 House Extensions SPD had been adopted,
amended pans were requested asking for a 4m first floor projection in order to comply with the
council's policy. Planning permission was approved for a 4m first floor projection at No.19
Edgemont Avenue, however the planning permission has not been implemented. As adjoining
neighbour No.19 Edgmont Avenue does not have any extensions, any development that occurs at
the adjoining neighbouring properties would have a significant impact on the outlook and provision
of light to the windows on the rear elevation of No.19.

In addition to the above, as the proposed extension would project fully up to and onto the rear
boundary wall, it would reduce the privacy interface to the main room rear windows to the facing
houses at 512 and 514 Bridgeman Street to approximately 10.3m. Notwithstanding the sympathetic
approach for extensions to terraced houses provided for by the SPD - House Extensions (paras.4.19
- 4.24) this shortfall is considered to be so significant in respect of the normal requirement for 21m
between facing main room windows (SPD - House Extensions, para.4.7) as to justify a further
reason for refusal in this case. The proposed first floor rear bedroom window would unduly intrude
upon the privacy which the facing neighbours at 512 and 514 Bridgeman Street might reasonably
expect to retain and enjoy.

The proposed first floor rear extension would project 4.87m from the rear elevation of the original
dwelling, which is not in accordance with the council's policies and would result in a significant
detrimental impact on the amenity of the neighbouring dwelling No.19 Edgmont Avenue. As No.15
Edgmont Avenue has a two storey extension along the shared boundary, the impact caused by the
proposed extension would be reduced. However the proposed development is not in compliance
with the policies set out in the House Extensions SPD and are therefore considered to be
unacceptable.

Conclusion   
This application is a resubmission of application 97530/16 which was refused on the grounds that the
proposed development would have a detrimental impact on the outlook and living conditions of
neighbouring residents at No.19 Edgemont Avenue and 521 and 514 Bridgeman Street. No
amendments have been made to the original proposal and no extenuating special circumstances or
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special considerations have been highlighted. Amended plans were requested, reducing the
projection to the permitted 4 metres but none were received. Officers note that the proposed 4.87
metre extension is in excess of the 4 metres permitted by the adopted House Extensions policy. It is
therefore considered that the proposed first floor rear extension would be contrary to Core Strategy
Policies CG3 and RA1 by virtue of the scale and sitting of the extension, presenting an over-dominant
feature and having a detrimental impact on the amenity of the neighbouring dwellings.

Officers understand that the justification offered for exceeding the Council's adopted policy is that
the Applicant's son is getting married and wishes to stay at home to look after his mother. However,
the "Determining Planning Applications" section of the National Planning Policy Framework states
that the Courts have found that planning is concerned with the use of land in the public interest, so
that the protection or promotion of purely private interests cannot be a material consideration of
significant weight. The Council's House Extensions SPD sets out one sole exception to this - a more
flexible approach is taken where the extension would be clearly and solely for the benefit for the
day-to-day living of a disabled person, for example a ground floor bedroom and bathroom. This is on
the basis that the protection of the living conditions of disabled people is in the public interest.
However, in this instance, the justification proposed by the Applicant is considered instead to be a
fairly typical and common reason why a homeowner would wish to seek to extend their home, rather
than the rare and exceptional circumstances envisaged by national and local planning policies. Nor
has any reason been articulated as to why an extension of 4.87 metres would achieve this aim but an
extension of 4 metres would not.

For the reasons given above, the proposed extension is in excess of the size of extension permitted
by the Council's adopted policy and the justification given by the Applicant is not a material
consideration of sufficient weight to override this.

Local finance considerations
Section 70(2) of the Town and County Planning Act 1990 (as amended) provides that a local
planning authority must have regard to a local finance consideration as far as it is material. There are
not considered to be any local financial considerations in this case.
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Representation and Consultation Annex

Representations
Letters:- None received

Petitions:- None received

Town Council:- None

Elected Members:- Councillor Ibrahim has requested that this application be brought to
committee.

Consultations
N/A

Planning History
97530/16 - Erection of a first floor rear extension - refused 2016

Recommendation: Refuse

Recommended Conditions and/or Reasons

1. The proposed extension would, by virtue of its design, height and siting be detrimental to the
character and appearance of the area and in particular would impact detrimentally on the outlook
and living conditions of neighbouring residents at Number 19 Edgmont Avenue and is contrary to
Policy CG3 and CG4 of Bolton's Core Strategy and Supplementary Planning Document - "House
Extensions".
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